@theDerryWalls
mark@theDerryWalls.com
To become the voice of the Walls:

- raising ambitions for their care and presentation;
- driving public engagement with the Walls;
- ensuring that the Walls are fully exploited as a resource for educational, cultural and economic development.
SIEGE OF LONDON-DERRY.

Together with the TROUBLES OF THE NORTH.
THE EXODUS
A story of those who left
the upper section of Bishop Street was a key target for republicans. The British was also attacked periodically opposition residents and caused extensive observation posts. The modern political conflict with the sonic base. During the conflict, the Classical Court House (built 1813)
DERRY WALLS DAY

Sunday 25th August
Guildhall Square
11.30 am Wave on the Wall
12.30 pm Charter Market

National Heritage Week

Discover the past. Build the future.
Aimsigh an t-aon ata caite. Tog an todhcha.
Lessons Learned?

• Activism v Partnership;
• Mandate through Membership;
• Staff v. Volunteer
• External challenge & Mentoring.
@theDerryWalls
mark@theDerryWalls.com